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Be it known that I, PETER 1*‘. PIA, a citizen 
of the United States, residing at New York, 
.in the county and State of New York, have 
invented and produced a new and original 
Design for a Toy Chair, of which the follow 
ing is a speci?cation, reference being had to 
the accompanying drawing, showing a part 
thereof. 
The ?gure is a perspective view of a rock 

ing-ehair, showing my design. 
The leading features of my design are the 

open lattice-work seat, having a pendent front 
edge fringe, the upturned side arms of the 
character illustrated, and the back of essen 
tially the con?guration shown. 
The chair has an open-work lattice-like seat 

apparently beaded, from the front edge of 
which hangs a fringe. The seat is mounted 
on appropriate legs, unornamented, the up 
per ends of the legs merging in the side‘ edges 
of the seat. At opposite edges of the seat 

are the side arms, apparently turned up from 
the seat and having their inner sides of head 
like appearance, the arms being of scroll~ 
work to harmonize with the other open-work 
of the chair. The back appears to he turned 
up from the rear edge of the seat, and the front 
of the back has the beaded appearance shown 
to correspond with the seat and arms. The 
central part of the back is of open scrollwork 
of the con?guration shown, and this scroll 
work is made in part to have the shape of a 
conventional heart. 

I claim 
1. In a design for a toy chair, the back of 

essentially the con?guration shown. 
2. The design for a toy chair herein shown 

and described. 

PETER F. PIA. 

Witnesses : 
BERTHA DEYO, 
W. B. TIUTCHINSON. 
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